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A message from the President
BOOK FAIR ISSUE 2019
Welcome to the eighth Melbourne Rare Book Week (MRBW)
and ANZAAB’s 47th Australian Antiquarian Book Fair (MRBF).
About 50 events relating to books, prints, maps and other
relevant subjects will be held over a ten-day period
commencing on Friday July 5th. A wealth of interesting events
are promoted in the 2019 MRBW Program, which is widely
available at book shops, libraries and other locations, and online at www.rarebookweek.com.
This year has seen a changing of the guard in the organisation
of both MRBW and MRBF. After seven years, Kay Craddock
has stepped down from her role as Convenor. We are very
grateful for all her hard work over this time. She introduced
the concept of MRBW as a ‘warm up’ event prior to the
Melbourne Rare Book Fair, with outstanding success. Apart
from raising the awareness of book collecting, antiquarian
books and other print on paper material, MRBW has
prompted an enormous increase in the numbers of persons
visiting the MRBF, held at The University of Melbourne’s
Wilson Hall since 2012. The success of MRBW has been taken
up worldwide with similar events now offered in many capital
cities around the world. Kay’s contribution was recently
recognised by Rare Books Melbourne Inc. at the launch of this
year’s program, when she was recognised as ‘The Founder’ of
MRBW. I am delighted to inform you all that Professor Chris
Browne kindly agreed to take up the role of MRBW Convenor
and has done a marvellous job in putting together and
presenting this year’s program. Peter Arnold (Peter Arnold
Rare Books), ably assisted by Tahney Fosdike, kindly agreed
to convene the 2019 MRBF, which also promises to be
another outstanding event.
Rare Book Week culminates with the Rare Book Fair to be
held at Wilson Hall at the University of Melbourne, opening
at 6pm on Friday July 12th. Thirty-five exhibitors, including six

NEWS & JOTTINGS

2019 ANZAAB Sydney
Rare Book Fair
The next ANZAAB Sydney Rare Book Fair has
been announced and will take place on
November 1st – 2nd, 2019 at Sydney
University Maclaurin Hall, which long ago
housed the original Fisher Library. It is a
fabulous venue!
The Fair will be held in conjunction with the
inaugural Sydney Rare Book Week, to be
organised jointly by Sydney University and
the State Library of NSW, in the week prior.
Various book-related events and talks are
scheduled. The program and dates for this
will be provided closer to the event.
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international dealers, will be offering a broad
range of antiquarian, rare, interesting and
generally fascinating books, manuscripts and
paper ephemera.
To all bibliophiles, book collectors and
especially to those who are beginning to take an
interest in collecting, I invite you to enjoy this
year’s events. You will meet like-minded people
and see and learn about fascinating and
interesting items. This year, and never offered
before, Professor Chris Browne will be
conducting a guided tour of the Book Fair on

both Saturday and Sunday at 10.30 am
(bookings essential at cbrowne99@gmail.com.
So, For the Love of Books we look forward to
your attendance at the 2019 Melbourne Rare
Book Week and Rare Book Fair.

Jonathan Burdon AM
President, ANZAAB

MELBOURNE RARE BOOK WEEK LAUNCH AND UPDATE
By Chris Browne. Program Director, Melbourne Rare Book Week

Melbourne Rare Book Week 2019 was successfully
launched on Monday 20th May at the magnificent
home of Gary and Genevieve Morgan in East
Melbourne. Gary, together with the other directors
of Roy Morgan, has been a strong supporter and
sponsor of Melbourne Rare Book Week since its
inception. The ninety guests who attended the
launch function on a cool Melbourne evening
enjoyed two special treats in addition to the normal
offering of speeches, food and drink. Firstly, Gary
and Genevieve threw their home open to allow
guests to view their extraordinary collection of art,
books and furniture, including many objects of
significance to the early history of Melbourne.
However, the culmination of the event was the
presentation of a framed certificate to Kay
Craddock, in recognition of her visionary role in the
establishment of Melbourne Rare Book Week, and
her award in the organisation of the title “Founder”.
The MRBW program comprises more than 45 events
this year. It is now being promoted via the MRBW
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web site www.rarebookweek.com, which facilitates
the booking process; the distribution of 25,000
copies of the printed program; and by a suite of
activities through conventional media and social
media. Some events were fully booked within a
week of the launch.

fiction this year, with events on celebrating the
centenary of Charlotte Jay, re-examining the famous
Molly Dean murder case, and walking some of the
route of Fergus Hume’s The Mystery of a Hansom
Cab. In addition, City of Melbourne Libraries are
mounting a display of iconic crime books from the
1940s to the 1970s from the collection of the
Footscray Mechanics Institute Library. Finally, the
present author is running some introductory tours
of the Melbourne Book Fair to try to demystify the
world of book collecting for the new player.

The usual diversity of events is on offer, including
talks on books from the outstanding institutional
collections at The University of Melbourne, Monash
University, The State Library Victoria and Museums
Victoria. Local societies, including the Bibliographic
Society of Australia and New Zealand, The Royal
Historical Society of Victoria, Genealogical Society of
Victoria and the Ephemera Society are all presenting
interesting events, based on their societies’
interests. Utility has emerged as a focus this year,
with presentations on “Marketing and promotion of
rare books and special collections” and “Ten
enemies of books” (both from Museums Victoria),
“Care and preservation of books and paper items”
(Genealogical Society of Victoria), and “Collecting
useful books”, presented by the ever-present
Richard Overell on behalf of The Melbourne
Athenaeum Library. Many will also be interested in
the combination of books and conjuring in “Library
Magic” (The State Library Victoria) and of childhood
and conflict in “Juvenile Books on War” (Royal
United Services Institute of Victoria). More ancient
objects will be explored in “Medieval and early
modern marginalia” (The State Library Victoria) and
in “Scattered Leaves: Medieval manuscript
fragments” offered by Dr. Rose Faunce of Australian
National University, hosted by the Baillieu Library.
City of Melbourne Libraries are focussing on crime

I look forward to catching up with my many friends
who are ANZAAB members during the Melbourne
Rare Book Fair and Rare Book Week this year.

Mike O’Brien, Kay Craddock and Jonathan Burdon.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 47 TH ANZAAB RARE BOOK FAIR MELBOURNE
Following are just a few of the many highlights being
brought this year to the Melbourne Rare Book Fair.
Thirty-five exhibitors from five countries and three
continents are exhibiting at University of
Melbourne’s Wilson Hall with items to tempt both
beginning and experienced collectors. For more
items and full descriptions please visit the Highlights
Page of the Melbourne Rare Book Fair website.
Please see p.24 for the full list of Exhibitors and
where to find them in Wilson Hall. [NB Items at Stand
No. 33 are listed in USD]
The Leon Heron Girl; Six Water Colours CLASSIC SET OF ART
DECO 'PIN-UP GIRL' PRINTS Presentation copy, 1927. $675.00
RARE ILLUSTRATED BOOKS Stand No. 9
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leaves from the original manuscript. Hicks’s salvage,
consisting of 33 leaves from chapters 36 and 37,
makes up “the largest number of contiguous
Pickwick manuscript leaves known to survive” (Long,
p. 32). (Please see the Highlights page of the
Melbourne Rare Book Fair website for the full
description of this item). $97,500.00.

PETER HARRINGTON
Stand No. 2
Proprietor: Peter Harrington.
100 Fulham Rd, London SW3 6HS United Kingdom
UK +44 2 07 591 0220 mail@peterharrington.co.uk
www.peterharrington.co.uk
Specialties: Literature, Science, Travel, Voyages &
Exploration

CAVAFY, Constantine P. Poiemata. 1910-1916. A
rare Alexandrine “folder” collection, with two
autograph poems.

DICKENS, Charles. Original holograph leaf from The
Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Club.
One of only five pages of the Pickwick manuscript
remaining in private hands.

Single leaf (230 x 185 mm). Manuscript text in brown
ink on recto only. Housed in a custom pinkishorange morocco gilt-stamped folder with cream
moiré silk lining and a pinkish-orange quarter
morocco clamshell case. Unobtrusive compositor's
inky fingerprint at lower centre, browning to very
edges, faint traces of mount to verso along one
edge. In excellent condition. Original autograph
manuscript leaf with authorial deletions and
insertions from Pickwick Papers, the novel that
transformed an obscure 25-year-old journalist into

Large octavo. 62 unbound sheets, loose inside
printed card wrappers. Printed title leaf and rear
contents table (both measuring 239 x 187 mm); 57
single sheets (248 x 158 mm) of two different types
of paper stock, printed recto only; with two
additional autograph manuscript poems inserted as
pages 8 and 20; final blank; all perforated at top left
corners and at one time clipped or tied together.
With a recent glassine jacket. Housed in a dark blue
quarter morocco solander box with chemise by the
Chelsea Bindery. Ownership signature to title page,
W. J. [?] Despotopoulos, dated 1918, who received
the folder directly from Cavafy; small paper label
annotated “P 50” in ink and red pencil marking
“c/26” also to title page; partly erased Greek stamp
to final blank recto. Wrappers split at joint with
some closed tears and chipping, a small ink mark to
front cover, leaves occasionally chipped and foxed.
Overall in remarkably good condition. An
exceptional example of one of Cavafy’s rare,
studiously assembled poetry collections, comprising
54 poems, two supplied by the author in autograph
(“Dangerous Thoughts” and “Tomb of the
Grammarian Lysias”), the others privately printed at
his own expense in the form of loose sheets, with
manuscript additions and emendations, and an
appealing direct provenance, all of which provide
invaluable insight into the Egyptian Greek modernist
poet’s complex relationship with his creative
output. (Please see the Highlights page of the

England's most famous author in a matter of
months. One of only five such leaves remaining in
private hands, this leaf is from the setting
manuscript used by the printers. Fewer than 50 of
the estimated 1,500 pages that constituted it are
known to survive. In keeping with the convention of
the time, the autograph leaves were nearly always
destroyed as soon as they were set in type.
However, Charles Hicks (c.1799-1870), the foremanprinter for Bradbury and Evans, who printed the
book for Chapman and Hall, salvaged a group of
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Melbourne Rare Book Fair website for the full
description of this item). $52,500.00

Kyoto, complete with miniature cherry blossoms,
bamboo and pines. The third map is of Kyoto in the
Keicho Era (end of the 16th century). It is not clear
whether this is also a copy by Mori Kōan, though the
writing style on the map is quite similar to that on
the other two maps. (163379)
$4,250.00

ASIA BOOKROOM
Stand No. 3
Proprietor: Sally Burdon
Unit 2, 1-3 Lawry Place, Macquarie Canberra ACT
2614 +61 2 6251 5191 books@asiabookroom.com
www.AsiaBookroom.com
Specialties: Asia, South East Asia.

The Kaiseikwan JAPANESE POPULAR MUSIC
Collection of Japanese Popular Music

Kōan, Mori]*. 森幸安 Three Manuscript Maps of
Kyoto.
京都古圖. 写本. [Kyōto kozu. Shahon]

Stunning collection of three rare coloured
manuscript Japanese maps of Kyoto presented in a
paper envelope, titled in ink 京都古圖 写本 天第三
十五号 "The Map of Old Kyoto, Copy, No. 35". Two
of the three maps included in this collection are
copies of 15th century maps of Kyoto made by Mori
Kōan in 1750 and 1753. Mori (b. 1701) was a noted
Japanese map-maker who inherited the family shop
selling incense burners, but developed a passion for
cartography, and between the 1740s and 1760
collected and copied hundreds of maps of Kyoto,
Osaka, Japan and the world. Mori is said to have
drawn around 300 maps. He organized his map
collection starting with maps of the heavens, and
then moving to world maps, maps of Japan, maps of
the Japanese regions, and maps of towns, allowing
the viewer to envisage his or her place in the
universe. Mori Kōan's maps are well known for their
historical detail and beauty. His aim was always to
include as much information as possible covering as
long a period as possible. His maps bring the subject
of the map to life with a great deal of detail relating
to where people lived and the make-up of the city
around them included. His 1750 map is drawn in
exquisite detail, showing the names of house
owners and the details of the landscape around

10 volumes complete in original wrappers
presented in a Japanese case with toggle ties, one
toggle missing. 36pp in each volume. Upper cover of
each volume features a large handsome hand
coloured chrysanthemum, original wrappers,
attractive red ties. Silk colour pictorial title label on
case. image of chrysanthemum little offset onto
lower cover of the volume above as usual. Cloth on
exterior of the case worn with a little loss at corners
and in one area of the spine, card hinges of case split
only visible when the case is opened, lower 7cm of
spines of each volume are a little chewed but the
binding is still good and sound. 30.1 x 22.5cm. A
good and most unusual handsome set. $900.00

KAY CRADDOCK
ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLER
Stand No. 4
Proprietors: Kay Craddock AM &
Jonathan Burdon AM
156 Collins St, Melbourne VIC 3000
+61 3 9654 8506
books@kaycraddock.com www.kaycraddock.com
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Specialties: Australiana, Books about Books,
Children's Books, Illustrated Books, Literature,
Militaria

contemporary gift inscription in ink on upper free
endpaper, a couple of short edge splits, a little light
foxing and occasional faint soiling; John Lane, The
Bodley Head, London, 1920. First edition thus,
limited to 1,000 copies. With the publisher's blind
'Review Copy' stamp at head of title page.

Eduard Zeis. HANDBUCH DER PLASTISCHEN
CHIRURGIE.
The first textbook of plastic surgery.

HANDBUCH DER PLASTISCHEN CHIRURGIE. Nebst
einer Vorrede von J. F. Dieffenbach. Mit vielen
Holzschnitten und zwei Kupfertafeln. [Text in
German]. Pp. xxxii+576, two hand-coloured folding
engraved plates at end, text illustrations,
bibliography, index; later green/blue cloth, spine
lettered in gilt; the last few pages a trifle creased,
scattered foxing; G. Reimer, Berlin, 1838. First
edition. Garrison & Morton 5743.4.
Eduard Zeis (1807-1868) became professor of
surgery at the University of Marburg in 1844 and is
credited with introducing the term 'plastic surgery'.
He later compiled a comprehensive survey of the
history and literature of plastic surgery: Die Literatur
und Geschichte der plastischen Chirurgie (Leipzig,
1863-64), usually referred to as 'the Zeis index'. The
foreword (and probably some of the text) of the
present volume is by the pioneering plastic surgeon
Johann Friedrich Dieffenbach (1792-1847), who
established many of the modern techniques of
reconstructive surgery. The two folding plates are
copperplates, and the text illustrations are
woodcuts. $4,500.00

The Sphinx was originally published in 1894,
although in the introductory note to this volume,
Robert Ross states that it was written 'before Oscar
Wilde's first volume was issued in 1881'. Alastair was
the pseudonym of Hans Henning Voight (18871969). According to the publisher's note on the
limitation page, the stones from which the plates
were printed were in Belgium at the time of the
German invasion and were destroyed during the
war. $2,750.00

SAINSBURY'S BOOKS
Stand No. 5
John & Prue Sainsbury.
534 Riversdale Rd, Camberwell, VIC, 3124
+61 3 9882 7705 john@sainsburysbooks.com.au
www.sainsburysbooks.com.au
Specialties: Architecture, Art, Illustrated Books,
Literature: Modern, Militaria, Transport.

Oscar Wilde. THE SPHINX.
Illustrated and decorated by Alastair.

Arthur C. Clarke. The City and the Stars.
Science fiction classic.

Pp. 36, frontispiece and 10 plates with lettered
tissue guards, plus 2 extra folding plates functioning
as free endpapers, 13 large decorative initials, all
printed in teal & black, as is the title page; med. 4to;
white buckram, spine lettered in gilt, the upper
board decorated in gilt & teal, lightly soiled, the
edges slightly bruised; t.e.g., others uncut;

Frederick Muller London, 1953. A very good copy of
the first British edition in a very good dust jacket.
Some foxing to the edges, previous owners name
and creasing to top edge of the dust jacket. Part of a
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collection of science fiction books we will bring to
the fair. (1) $250.00

Agnes Strickland. The Lives of the Queens of
Scotland and English Princesses.
Association set with volumes edited by the author.

Raymond E. Priestley. Antarctic Adventure Scott's
Northern Party.

Volume one and two are second edition copies with
corrections for the third edition. Volumes 3 - 8, are
first editions, and volumes 7 & 8 with corrections for
the second edition. Octavo, uniformly bound by
John Gray, Edinburgh, in blind-stamped cloth with
gilt crest on top boards and gilt titles on spine,
yellow eps. Agnes was first published as a poet but
is best known for her historical biographies and Jane
Margaret was able to purchase a cottage with the
proceeds of her textbook Rome, Regal and
Republican. This set (and some other Strickland
items also on offer) were once part of a larger
collection that also included books and
correspondence from two sisters who moved to
Canada with their husbands: Susanna Moodie and
Catherine Parr Traill. The original collection passed
from Agnes and Jane Margaret to Georgiana Fanny
Julia Foster, a lifelong resident of Southwold and
staunch defender of its heritage. From Fanny Foster
the collection passed to Mrs May Hunter and was
then acquired by Norfolk bookseller David Ferrow.

T. Fisher Unwin 1914. A very good bright copy.
$850.00

In 2000 he agreed to separate it in order for a private
Queensland collector to acquire the books by Agnes
and her sister Jane Margaret. Highlights include a
handsomely bound first edition set of The Lives of
the Queens of England, a number of signed or
inscribed copies, and this association set of The
Queens of Scotland with corrections for the second
and third editions. (77) $2,500.00

ARCHIVES FINE BOOKS
Stand No. 6.
Proprietors: Dawn Albinger and Hamish Alcorn
40 Charlotte St, Brisbane QLD 4000
+61 7 3221 0491
orders@archivesfinebooks.com.au
www.archivesfinebooks.com.au
Specialities: Art, Australiana, Illustrated Books,
Literary Ephemera, Literature, Militaria.
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[Muir facsimile] Blake, William. Songs of Innocence
[with] Songs of Experience.
Blake Centenary, 1927.

J.A Fletcher. WANNA.
A small Tasmanian Aborigine who made friends with
Captain Cook at Adventure Bay. Rare signed first
edition of an Australian children's book.

Author's presentation copy: 'To Mr. and Mrs H.
Pearce with compliments from J.A Fletcher.
21/6/39'. With the book plate of Harold Pearce.
Whitcombe's Story Books No. 448. Includes an index
to the vocabulary of Aboriginal words in the story.
First Edition: oblong octavo, coloured pictorial
staple-bound paper boards, 7 black & white line
drawings in text, 70pp. + 3pp. advertisements, a
near fine copy. Published in Melbourne and Sydney
by Whitcombe & Tombes, circa 1938. (1484)
$225.00

London: 1927. The soft wraps are toned and pushed
along the edges and corners, with a couple of minor
(2mm) tears. 2 volumes, quarto. Songs of Innocence:
28 hand coloured plates, copied from the
"Beaconsfield" original in the British Museum by
Joseph Patrick Trumble, Muir, and William Muir.
Songs of Experience: 22 hand coloured plates copied
from the "Beaconsfield" original in the British
Museum, with an appendix (4 plates) coloured from
the other copy in the British Museum, and an
uncoloured plate that appears to belong to the
Songs though not included in them by Blake. Handlettered pale green covers, blanket-stitched. Both
copies inscribed "For Review" by William Muir. In a
green folder with the bookplate of Pamela and
Raymond Lister. Matching green slipcase. (Blake
Books #162 and #144). (Blake Books, p. 422). (453)
$16,000.00.

MORT, Eirene. Country Cousins. Presented in
Picture and Rhyme. Early Australian woodblock
prints - natural history.

RARE ILLUSTRATED BOOKS.
Stand No. 9
Proprietors: Alice McCormick.
PO Box 201, Vaucluse, Sydney, NSW, 2030.
+61 419 258 194 alice@rareillustratedbooks.com

www.rareillustratedbooks.com
Specialties: Architecture, Art, Children's Books,
Ephemera, Fine & Rare Books, 20th Century French
Books.
A fine presentation copy of a rare book for children
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combining illustrations and verse about Australian
native species. Working at a time when printmaking
in Australia was in its infancy, Eirene Mort (18791977) established a reputation as an illustrator and
designer in Sydney. She founded the Australian
Guild of Handicraft and participated in the First
Australian Women's Work Exhibition in Melbourne
in 1907. In 1914, Mort was instrumental in teaching
Sydney Ure Smith how to etch, the reverberations of
which for art in Australia were profound. Mort was
committed to developing a uniquely Australian
visual language and 'Country Cousins', with its fullpage wood-engravings, was an important
contribution. [Muir, 5184] First Edition: quarto,
original tied-wrappers with hand-printed woodblock
currawong, 38 pages, 254 mm x 184 mm, 16 fullpage black & white woodcut plates, gift inscription
Christmas 1919, a near fine copy. Published in
Sydney by G.B. Philip and Son, no date, illustrations
dated 1904-18. (72) $2,500.00

engraved dedication and 46 engraved maps on 47
sheets, all dated Sept 1st 1787 and with partial hand
colouring. Descriptive text opposite each map. First
edition of the earliest atlas produced by Cary, who
may be ranked with Saxton and Ogilby. Sir George
Fordham claimed him to be the founder of the
modern English school of cartography. With the list
of subscribers and the 17pp., list of Principal Ports
&c. $3,900.00

SOMERSET HOUSE BOOKS
Stand No. 12
Proprietor: Margaret Dunstan.
563 Willoughby Rd, Willoughby NSW 2068
+612 9967 0017
margaret@lovevintagebooks.com.au
www.lovevintagebooks.com.au
Specialties: Australiana, Children's Books, History,
Military & Naval History, Norman Lindsay,
Transport.

THE ANTIQUE BOOKSHOP & CURIOS
Stand No. 10

Fairy Tales by Hans Anderson.
Illustrated by Kay Nielsen.

Proprietor: Peter Tinslay
Level 1, 328 Pacific Highway, Crows Nest NSW 2065
+612 9966 9925 peter@antiquebookshop.com.au
www.antiquebookshop.com.au
Specialties: Antiquarian, Art: Modern, Australiana,
Book Plates, Ephemera
CARY, John. Cary's New And Correct English Atlas

Hodder and Stoughton Ltd London ND (c1933)
Hardcover, green cloth, spine slightly faded, front
cover and spine elaborately decorated in gilt;
previous owner's name and date neatly inscribed on
verso of front free endpaper and coloured picture
tipped to verso of rear endpaper by previous owner
otherwise interior in excellent condition; coloured
tipped in frontis plate with tissue guard and 11 other
tipped in plates with captioned tissue guards. A
highly desirable item for collectors of children's
illustrated literature. $875.00

CARY , John. CARY'S NEW AND CORRECT ENGLISH
ATLAS: Being a New Set of County Maps from Actual
Surveys. London. Printed for John Cary. Sept. 1st
1787. First edition. Folio. Re-backed in buckram with
marbled paper sides. Brass clasps. Engraved title,

 Entry to the 47th ANZAAB Rare Book Fair at
Wilson Hall is FREE
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Helen Keller. Midstream My Later Life.

18.5 x 25.3cm. Signed W. Stuart and inscribed with
title. Provenance: Wittenborn Art Books, New York.
Exhibited: Early Australian Watercolours and
Drawings, Bridget McDonnell Gallery, 1987, no. 27,
illustrated cover.
The Irish born Stuart came to Australia in 1862 as a
19 year old and went to Burrandowan station, near
Kingaroy, Queensland. He was a natural, fearless
horseman who “took to the bush, with high spirits
and a reckless love of adventure.” With the
manager’s son, William Parry-Okeden, he set off
“droving, mustering, breaking horses, from the
Darling Downs up as far as the head of Dawson
waters”. They were life-long friends who “hunted
wild horses on the Bunya Mountains and wrote lively
ballads.” (ADB). Stuart, an enthusiastic visionary,
bought properties and established pastoral companies
in Queensland. He later went into mining in Western
Australia and Tasmania. A talented artist, four
sketchbooks of his drawings are in the collection of
the National Library of Australia. An obituary for
Stuart appeared in The Brisbane Courier, 16th
January, 1914. In 1867 The Sir Hercules Colt,
recorded the fastest time for a three mile race this side
of the equator. It was taken to Brisbane in January,
1867. Read obituary for Richard Wingfield Stuart
from The Brisbane Courier, Friday 16 January 1914.
$14,000.00

Hodder & Stoughton Ltd London 1929, 8vo, XXI,
347pp. Hardcover, blue cloth, with price-clipped and
only very slightly chipped dustwrapper, very small
bookplate of previous owner tipped to front
pastedown otherwise internally in excellent
condition. Continues the autobiography of the
American born scholar and social reformer who
overcame blindness and deafness to learn to read.
This has been signed in block lettering in pencil by
Helen Keller on the front free endpaper. $975.00

BRIDGET MCDONNELL GALLERY
Stand No. 13

LOUELLA KERR BOOKS
Stand No. 15

Proprietor: Bridget McDonnell
130 Faraday St, Carlton VIC 3053
+614 1930 6593 bmcdgallery@bigpond.com
www.bridgetmcdonnellgallery.com.au
Specialties: Art: Australian, Art: Modern, Art:
Topographical, Colonial Paintings & Prints,
Paintings, Prints, Paintings from St Petersburg.

Proprietor: Louella Kerr.
17 Palace St, Petersham NSW 2049
+612 9569 0156 books@louellakerrbooks.com.au

www.louellakerrbooks.com.au
Specialties: Antiquarian, Arts & Crafts, Australiana,
Children's Books, Ephemera, Literature.
Governor Macquarie. Land Grant of 60 acres at
Concord to D'Arcy Wentworth.
Lachlan Macquarie and D'Arcy Wentworth.

Richard Wingfield Stuart 1843-1914 The Sir
Hercules Colt c1867
Watercolour and pencil

Lachlan Macquarie was the fifth governor of
colonial New South Wales from 1810 to 1821.
D'Arcy Wentworth (1762-1827), was born in Ireland
into the family of the Earls Fitzwilliam. After
medical studies in England, and attempting to
improve his finances by highway robbery, he
avoided transportation by sailing to New South
Wales as assistant surgeon on the Neptune, a
transport ship in the Second Fleet. He arrived in the
infant colony in 1790. He played a significant part in
deposing Governor Bligh in 1808, but found favour
with Lachlan Macquarie, Bligh's successor.
Wentworth held many public offices in New South
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Wales, and was instrumental in founding both the
Sydney Hospital and the Bank of New South Wales.
Henry Colden Antill served with Macquarie in the
73rd regiment in India. He arrived in New South
Wales in 1810 and was appointed aide-de-camp to
Macquarie. He later settled in the region that
became Picton. (266351) $5,950.00

JOSEF LEBOVIC GALLERY
Stand No. 18
Proprietors: Josef & Jeanne Lebovic
103a Anzac Parade, Kensington Sydney NSW 2033
+61 411 755 887 josef@joseflebovicgallery.com
www.joseflebovicgallery.com
Specialties: Antique Prints, Art, Australiana,
Aviation, Colonial Paintings & Prints, Ephemera,
Militaria, Paintings, Photographs, Posters.
[Angler Fishing] by Maurice Alec Poulton
For The World’s Best Sport, New Zealand.

Arthur Rackham. Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens.
From the Little White Bird by J. M. Barrie.
With 50 coloured plates.
A new edition. London, [1912], 1st edition thus:
pp.124, 50 tipped-in col. plates with tissue guards,
b/w ills; 4to, pictorial cloth gilt. Backstrip sunned.
Small flecked spot to front board. Occasional
spotting. A very good, firm copy. This is the first
edition of the re-issue of the 1906 edition, with a
new colour frontis. and 7 extra full-page b/w
drawings. (283239) $750.00

1936 Colour lithograph, signed and dated in image
lower right, 98.9 x 63cm. Repaired minor tears and
missing portions. Linen-backed. Text continues
“Govt tourist dept. G.H. Loney, Government Printer,
Wellington.” Held in NLNZ. (CL197-JL13) $3,950.00

J. R. Charton Travel In Comfort By Malayan Railway
c.1933 Colour lithograph signed in image lower left.
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72.5 x 52.8cm Old folds, creases and crinkles. Linenbacked. Text continues “Printed by Caxton Press Ltd,
Kuala Lumpur.” In 1933 J.R. Charton, FRSA delivered
five posters to the Federated Malay States Railway,
“inducing tourists to make an overland journey
through Malaya.” Ref: |Malaya Tribune|, 23.11.33.
(CL197-JL17) $1,650.00

Edward Smith’s Botany to form a joint publication
Zoology and Botany of New Holland.
After a few issues the collaborators parted ways and
finished their series independently, Smith naming
his work A Specimen of the Botany of New Holland,
and Shaw his Zoology of New Holland. Each work
had a new title page. Illustrations in both were done
by the talented natural history engraver James
Sowerby (1757 – 1822). Both publications are rare,
but Shaw’s Zoology more so. It contains sixteen
stunning hand coloured plates, of which nine are
offered here as a suite. The plates are : 1. Didelphis
pygmaea (Feathertail glider) 3. Psittacus terrestris
(Ground pigeon) 5. Columba antarctica (Antarctic
pigeon) 7. Testude longicollis (Common snakenecked turtle) 9. Turdus punctatus (Spotted quail
thrush) 10. Coluber porphyriacus (Red-bellied black
snake) 11. Didelphis sciurea (Squirrel opossum) 12.
Didelphis macroura (Thick-tailed opossum) [imprint
erased]. Merops phrygius (Regent honeyeater)

DOUGLAS STEWART FINE BOOKS
Stand No. 20
Proprietor: Douglas Stewart
720 High St, Armadale VIC 3143
+61 3 9066 0200 info@douglasstewart.com.au
www.douglasstewart.com.au
Specialties: Asia, Fine & Rare Books, Norman
Lindsay, Pacific, Voyages & Exploration, Voyages to
Australia.
SHAW, George (1751-1813) A suite of nine plates
from Shaw’s Zoology of New Holland, 1794.
Exquisite artworks from the very rare first book on
the zoology of Australia.

‘Despite its modest scope – only 34 pages – Zoology
of New Holland is a landmark publication. Illustrated
by James Sowerby, this is the earliest volume
dedicated to Australia’s unique fauna. Significantly,
it marks the first use of the term ‘Australia’. The
book contains 12 dramatically composed, handcoloured plates. The engravings are all the more
impressive as James Sowerby had not visited
Australia and was working from dried skins and
pickled specimens’. – John Kean, The art of science:
Remarkable natural history illustrations from
Museum Victoria, 2013, p.39. It is easy to imagine
the impact Sowerby’s dramatic renderings of these
never-before seen exotic animals would have had
when they were viewed by a Georgian audience for
the first time. Complete sets of Shaw’s Zoology, or
indeed any of the individual plates, are rarely
offered for sale. Ferguson 196; Nissen ZBI 3838;
Wood, p.566. (# 22258) $72,000.00
MORT, Eirene (1879-1977); CROOK, Ethel Frances
(1885-1973) First Australian Exhibition of Women’s
Work, 1907. Diploma, Second Class.
Awarded to Bendigo artist Ethel Crook, and
accompanied by an archive of her designs.

[London] : Printed by J. Davis : Published by J.
Sowerby, 1794. Nine engravings with original hand
colour, each approximately 230 x 160 mm (plate
lines), on J. Whatman watermarked paper, 303 x 242
mm (sheet), titled and imprinted in the image
(imprint erased from one as issued), small stab holes
from the string binding (as issued), a couple of faint
spots of foxing, but a uniformly fine collection.
Exquisite artworks from the very rare first book on
the zoology of Australia. Shaw’s Zoology was
originally issued in parts in 1793 alongside James

Chromolithograph printed in shades of blue and
brown, 370 x 460 mm, printed text with manuscript
entries ‘FIRST / AUSTRALIAN EXHIBITION / OF /
WOMEN’S WORK / 1907 / SECOND CLASS DIPLOMA
/ Awarded to Ethel Crooke / Original Design’, within
an Art Nouveau-inspired illustrated border; upper
right and lower left corners worn, else a fine
example; accompanied by an archive of 20 original
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watercolour, pen, ink and pencil designs and
sketches by Ethel Frances Crook, on loose sheets
(most foolscap folio size), the majority signed and
with her handwritten address of either Kennington,
Bendigo, or Stewarton via Goorambat (Victoria).
Second class diploma designed by Eirene Mort
(1879-1977) for the First Australian Exhibition of
Women’s Work that was held at the Royal Exhibition
Building, Melbourne in 1907. This diploma was
awarded to Ethel Frances Crook (1885-1973) for an
‘Original Design’. (Note that Ethel’s surname is
misspelt on the diploma). Ethel was born in Bendigo,
and studied Composition, Form and Colour under
Arthur Thomas Woodward in the School of Art and
Design at the Bendigo School of Mines, graduating
in 1907. The First Australian Exhibition of Women’s
Work was a landmark event that provided a
significant stimulus for craftswomen around the
country. Organised by local committees throughout
urban and regional Australia, the Exhibition
encouraged women to submit samples of
needlework, cookery, music, horticultural activities,
arts and crafts. It proved extremely popular with the
Melbourne public and was a commercial success. (#
22247) $3,300.00

tres. Latine reddidit Samuel Clarke. Reverendo
admodum Patri ac Dno Joanni Moore...

London: Sam. Smith & Benj. Walford, 1706. Small
thick 4to. Original boards (rebacked in modern half
calf). (xiv, 348, ii, 24, ii, 44pp.). Complete with 19
folding engraved plates, and includes Enumeratio
Linearum, as well as Tractatus de Quadratura
Curvarum. Some pale early foxing, name crossedout on the title page, and contemporary marginal
ms corrections in text, otherwise a good complete
copy of the rare first edition in Latin. (239865)
$8,000.00

BERKELOUW BOOKS
Stand No. 22

VERVE/ CHAGALL. L'Illustration de la Bible. Text by
Jean Wahl. With an appreciation by Meyer Shapiro.

Proprietors: Leo & Paul Berkelouw
3020 Old Hume Highway, Berrima NSW 2577
+61 2 4877 1370
books@berkelouw.com.au
www.berkelouw.com.au
Specialties: Antarctica, Anthropology, Literature:
Modern First Editions, Local History, Travel,
Voyages & Exploration.

Paris: Verve, Sept. 1956. Folio. Original illustrated
boards (spine strengthened). Unpaginated. With 16
full-page original lithographs in colour by Chagall, 12
in black/white, and 105 gravure plates after the
etchings by Chagall. The original French Edition of
Verve Nos. 33.34. Contents fine and complete.
(239672) $5,000.00

NEWTON, Isaac (Sir). Optice: Sive de Reflexionibus,
Refractionibus, Inflexionibus & Coloribus Lucis libri
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sensational, the most important achievement in
engraving since Gauguin" (Miró in a letter to the
publisher Cramer, April 1948). (Please see the
Highlights page of the Melbourne Rare Book
Fair website for the full description of this item)
(167302). $95,000.00

URSUS RARE BOOKS
Stand No. 23.
Proprietors: Adam Gorfin & Peter Kraus
50 East 78th Street, Suite 1C, New York, NY 10075
USA +12127728787
agorfin@ursusbooks.com
www.ursusbooks.com
Specialities: Architecture, Art, Art: Modern, Artists’
Books, Fine & Rare Books, Illustrated Books.

Jost Amman. Enchiridion artis pingendi, fingendi &
sculpendi First edition -- excessively rare

Joan Miró & Paul Eluard. À Toute Épreuve.
A unique copy of a monument of twentieth-century
book illustration, and THE high watermark of Miró’s
career as a book-illustrator.

46 ff. Illustrated with 79 woodcuts by Miró printed
in colour. 4to., 320 x 250 mm, loose as issued in
original colour printed wrappers illustrated by Joan
Miró. In original chemise and bamboo slipcase.
Preserved in a new red cloth folding box. Geneva:
Gérald Cramer, 1958. Two Original Woodblocks for
the Printed Edition, carved by Miró himself. One
large woodblock for a double-page spread, 495 x
320 mm. (Dupin 233) and one small woodblock for
small ornament 51 x 30 mm. (Dupin 171). Preserved
in yellow morocco box with red leather title label.
[Paris: Cramer, 1958]. A unique copy of a monument
of twentieth-century book illustration, and THE high
watermark of Miró's career as a book-illustrator.
This copy accompanied by two of the woodblocks
used in the making of the book, which is itself an
original Miró sculptural object. "One of the most
triumphant feats of book illustration in our century"
(Soby). Limited to 80 copies of the regular issue,
from a edition of 130 copies. For this edition Miró
cut 233 woodcuts with the collaboration of Enric
Tormo; together these men spent eleven years on
the project. Miró used planks of wood, plastic wood,
wire, old wood engravings, and bark paper to
achieve the exuberant embellishments that
practically dance on the pages of this perfectly
produced book. These famous prints were prepared
and printed by Jacques Frélaut at the Atelier
Lacourière in Paris. "I am completely absorbed by
the damn book. I hope to create something

[112] leaves. Collation: (:)4, A-Z4, a-d4. Title-page
within a woodcut border, 3 ff. (dedication to
Hieronymus August von Holtzhusen, with woodcut
arms), plus 107 woodcuts by Jost Amman, and with
the final letterpress leaf (colophon). Small 4to., 168
x 125 mm, bound in 19th century calf, gilt front
cover, orange and green leather spine labels.
Frankfurt: Petrus Fabricius (Schmidt) for Siegmund
Feyrabend, 1578. First Edition of one of the earliest
model books intended to aid painters, designers,
engravers, and printers -- of the greatest rarity:
OCLC records only the seriously defective copy at
Cornell and the copy at Northwestern, which lacks 5
plates. Jost Amman (1539-1591) is recognized as
one of the most expressive and sensitive woodcut
artists of the sixteenth century; originally from
Zurich, at the age of 21 he established himself in
Nuremberg where he continued the tradition of
meticulous engraving in the manner of Durer and
Beham, and there he received numerous
commissions (more than 540 different prints by him
are known). The woodcuts elegantly depict figures
from antique mythology, costume designs,
tournaments with swords and spears, horses,
armorial escutcheons, Turkish soldiers, dancing
couples, allegorical characters, contemporary
scenes from literature and/or theatre, and superb
"models" intended to aid painters, designers,
engravers and copyists of the day. Since it was
designed specifically for use as a "Picture Book,"
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copies were heavily used and frequently
fragmented: hence, there remain only a handful of
copies extant in varying degrees of completeness. A
German issue of this model book was issued in the
same year; the work was reprinted, with additions,
in 1580 (under the title Kunst und Lehrbüchlein);
eleven years after Amman's death (in 1599), 293 of
his woodcuts were republished under the title
Kunstbüchlein, Darinnen neben Fürbildung vieler,
Geistlicher und Weltlicher, Hohes and Nider stands
Personen (for which see the Dover facsimile). All
three editions are of cosmic rarity. Our copy is
complete and aside from inconsequential marginal
thumb-staining and a small repaired marginal tear
leaf c3, it remains in a fine state of preservation.
Andresen 237. Becker 27. Hollstein p.51. Colas 117
(Part I) and 118 (Part II). Lipperheide 498 and
Fairfax-Murray, German 36 (the 1599 edition only).
Berlin Katalog 4757 (for the first edition and Part II
only of the 1580 edition). (167311)
$27,500.00

original pen and wash sketch of Fort Point, Darwin,
done on the expedition in 1869.
The extra material includes photographs, autograph
letters, marginalia, sketches and watercolours,
including an original pen and wash sketch of Fort
Point, Darwin, produced by Hoare on the expedition
in 1869, showing the main camp of the survey party
at Darwin. The four books are: SEARCY, Alfred: 'In
Australian Tropics' (London, 1907); SEARCY, Alfred:
'In Australian Tropics' (London, 1909); SEARCY,
Alfred: 'By Flood and Field' (Melbourne, 1911);
DALY, Mrs Dominic: 'Digging, Squatting and
Pioneering Life in the Northern Territory' (1887).
Together, the four books contain 20 original
paintings or drawings (including an original pen and
wash sketch of Fort Point, Darwin, done on the
expedition in 1869), over 55 contemporary or
vintage photographs, 13 letters, and many hundreds
of newspaper cuttings (on nearly 400 pages). These
unique 'scrap books' appear to have been compiled
by William Webster Hoare around the time of
publication of the books. Numerous newspaper
articles relate to Hoare in his later years, with many
of them referring to, or repeating, accounts of his
time in the Northern Territory in 1869. (Please see
the Highlights page of the Melbourne Rare Book Fair
website for the full description of this item). Further
details available on request. (114607) $25,000.00

MICHAEL TRELOAR
ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLERS
Stand No. 24
Proprietors: Michael and Susan Treloar.
196 North Terrace, Adelaide SA 5000
+61 8 8223 1111 treloars@treloars.com
www.treloars.com
Specialties: Aboriginal Australia, Australiana, Fine &
Rare Books, Militaria, Photographs, Voyages &
Exploration.

Wallis's Tour through England and Wales. A New
Geographical Pastime. An attractive Georgian
board game, with the winner being the first player
to reach London.

HOARE, William Webster. An important archive of
four books relating to the early history of the
Northern Territory, personally extra-illustrated and
annotated by William Webster Hoare (1841-1927),
surgeon's assistant and dispenser on the 1868-69
survey expedition to the Northern Territory of
George Goyder, Surveyor-General Including an

London, John Wallis, 24 December 1794. The
letterpress gives rules for playing the game and
details of the history and manufactures of the 117
towns mentioned. It is not necessarily accurate; for
instance, Henry VI, not Henry IV, was captured at
Northampton by the Yorkists. We have traced
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several reissues of the game, using the same plate
but with some variation to the letterpress, and this
error appears in several of them. A spinner ('Totum')
and counters were available for separate purchase,
and are not present in this instance. Overall
dimensions 520 × 663 mm (dissected into 16 panels
and mounted on linen), comprising a hand-coloured
engraved map (engraved by McIntyre, printed
surface 380 × 530 mm), with extensive letterpress
text on either side. Paper slightly tanned, with a few
small marks (including some inkspots), creases, tiny
chips and scattered light foxing; top right-hand
corner trimmed close, with the text lightly shaved;
cloth a little foxed and discoloured on the verso;
overall in very good condition. (114610) $1,100.00

‘The Enlightenment’, the distribution of which was
forbidden.
A member of the party since 1901, in his early life
Artyom was very active during the revolution of
1905, and after few arrests in 1902-1906 he
managed to escape the law enforcement till 1909
when he became one of the most wanted
revolutionaries at the time. Finally, in 1909 he was
caught and sentenced to life imprisonment in
Siberia.
In 1910 he managed to escape and flee to China,
then to Australia. In 1911 he became an active
member of Brisbane’s Russian Community,
radicalised it and eventually turned it into the
Marxist Workers Union. He was a member of the
Australian Socialist Party and was known under the
name ‘Big Tom’. After being arrested several times
for organising the demonstrations, including the one
on the 1st of May, 1917 in Darwin, Artyom went
back to Russia and became one of the key figures in
the Bolshevik revolution and the Civil War. He has
organised the Donetsk-Krivoy-Rog Republic in
Ukraine which became the important outpost for
the Red Army’s battle for Ukraine.

BOOKVICA
Stand No. 27
Proprietor: Pavel Chepyzhov
11/1, Nizh. Syromyatnicheskaya St. Suite 208
105120 Moscow RUSSIAN FEDERATION.
+7 985 2186937 books@bookvica.com,
www.bookvica.com
Specialties: Architecture, Avant Garde, Literature,
Maps, Russia, Science and Technology, Travel, Early
Russian

In 1922 he died in the experimental aero-wagon
alongside Australian communist John Freeman. In
1917-1922 Artyom befriended Joseph Stalin and
Stalin adopted his son. Stalin always believed that
Artyom’s death was planned by Trotsky and his
allies.

ARTYOM Sergeev, F.A. Iz Avstralii [i.e. From
Australia] STALIN’S FRIEND IN AUSTRALIA
// Prosveshchenie. #10. [i.e. The Enlightenment]. St.
Petersburg: Pechatniy trud, 1913. 116 pp. Original
printed wrappers. Minor soiling of the wrappers.
Otherwise very good.

In the article Artyom criticised the Australian state,
‘which is praised in Russia for reasons unknown’ and
gives a thorough overview of the Australian political
system from the socialist point of view, mentioning
the success of the first New Zealand Socialist Party
MP and the high voting rates for socialists in New
South Wales.
In the same issue, Lenin’s article ‘Critical Notes on
the Ethnical Question’ appeared. $5,000.00
LISIANSKY, Y.F. Puteshestvie vokrugSveta v 1803, 4,
5 i1806 godakh, po poveleniyu Ego Imperatorskago
Velichestva Alexandra Pervago, nakorable Neve,
pod Nachalstvom Flota Kapitan-Leytenanta,
nyneKapitana I-go Ranga iKavaleraYuriya
Lisyanskogo [i.e. Voyage Round the World in the
Years 1803, 1804, 1805 and 1806 Performed by the
Order of His Imperial Majesty Alexander the First,
Emperor of Russia in the ship Neva, under
Command of Captain-Lieutenant of the Fleet, Now
Captain of the 1st Rank and Chevalier Yury

An extremely scarce account of Australian life of one
of the top members of Bolshevik party of the time,
Fyodor Sergeev (known as Artyom) printed in the
main periodical of the Bolshevik party at the time,
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Lisiansky]. FIRST RUSSIAN CIRCUMNAVIGATION.
SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR.

sailed into Baranov, repulsed the Indians, and took
possession of a new hill, which he named New
Archangel (and which is illustrated in his account).
He spent more than a year at both Sitka and Kodiak,
and the text proves him to have been a keen
observer. His account of the Marquesas differs from
that of Kruzenshtern <...>. The Neva arrived at
Hawaii June 8 and departed June 20, 1804, and
Lisianskii’s account is brief, but includes visits to
Kealakekua Bay and to Waimea, Kauai <...>” (Forbes
443). This is a very important and rare work on the
history of Alaska in general and Sitka in particular”
(Lada-Mocarski 68).
‘‘Ranks in value with Cook and Vancouver as a
contribution to geographical knowledge on the N.
W. Coast, Sandwich Islands, etc. The colored plates
are of unsurpassed beauty’’ (Wright Howes 56-259).

St. Petersburg: Typ. Of F. Drekhsler, 1812. In 2 vols.
[6], ix, 246, iii, [1 - errata]; [2], 335, iii, [1 - errata] pp.
Small Octavo. With a stipple engraved frontispiece
portrait of Yuri Lisiansky by A. Ukhtomsky after a
drawing by G. Geuzendam. Preface to vol. 1 (p. Vi)
and the errata page in vol. 2 signed by Lisiansky in
brown ink. Owner’s ink inscription on the title page
of vol. 1. Period style half calf with marbled papered
boards. Paper slightly age toned, but overall a very
good copy of this rare set.

‘‘Most important work dealing with discoveries on
the N.W. Coast of America’’ (Soliday 873).
‘‘The naturalist, Langsdorff’s account is of particular
importance for its scientific observations, and, like
Krusenstern’s, for the history and geographical
discoveries in the Aleutian Islands, the Northwest
Coast, and California. Further, it contains
information respecting the Russian voyages and
discoveries in the Northern Ocean, the Russian fur
trade and the Russian-American Company’’
(Eberstadt 119-025).

Beautiful presentation copy (both volumes are
signed by the author) of the text of rare first edition
of Yuri Lisiansky’s account of the first Russian
circumnavigation executed in 1803-1806 under
command of Ivan Krusenstern. Very rare imprint
with only nine paper copies found in Worldcat:
complete edition of 2 vols. text and atlas presents in
the University of Hawaii at Manoa, University of
Alaska Fairbanks, New York Public Library, and Yale
University (according to Forbes (428), “the portrait
listed in the collation of the atlas is not present”);
text volumes (only) are deposited in Harvard
University, UC Berkeley, Alaska State Library, and
the University of Chicago; and atlas (only) is in the
National Library of France.

Forbes 428. Sabin 41416. Smith 2255. Wickersham
6260 (incorrectly described). Howgego 1800 to
1850, K23, L36. Arctic Bibliography, vol. 2, no. 10208
(doesn’t describe or mention the atlas which belongs
to this work). Obolyaninov 1493. Svodny Katalog
1801-1825, # 4550. Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga,
Catalogue # 32 “Geography and Travels”, # 351
“Copies with Atlas are extremely rare”. $108,000.00
(Please see the Highlights page of the Melbourne
Rare Book Fair website OR Bookvica’s Catalogue for
the full description of this item).

The book was published on account of the Office of
the Russian Emperor, first English edition translated
by the author was issued in 1814; second Russian
edition with annotations was published only in
1947.

ROZ GREENWOOD
OLD AND RARE BOOKS
Stand No. 28

“A companion account to the Kruzenshtern
narrative of the first Russian circumnavigation. The
Neva and Nadezhda left Kronstadt and remained
together until their stop at Hawaii in 1804, at which
point Lisianskii proceeded directly to Kodiak, where
he confirmed reports of the destruction of the
settlement at Sitka by Kolosh Indians. Lisianskii

Proprietors: Roz Greenwood, Marg Phillips
107a Parker St, Dunkeld, VIC, 3294.
+61 417 360 362 rozgreenwood@bigpond.com
Specialties: Aboriginal Australia, Art: Australian,
Australiana, Literature: Australian, Local History,
Militaria.
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Woolf, Virginia. Orlando A Biography.
A good copy of this Woolf classic with eight
photographic illustrations of Vita Sackville-West as
Orlando.

[SCOTT,
Helena]
Manuscript
illuminated
presentation address to HRH Prince Albert Victor
by the Honourable Thomas Holt MLC… in
commemoration of a visit to the Monument of
Captain Cook, Botany. Sydney, 1881. Illuminated
presentation address with fine original watercolours
by Helena Scott

The Hogarth Press 1928 First UK Edition Kirkpatrick
A11b 8 plates, index, dust wrapper. Vertical crease
and very small chip to back panel. Edges have some
foxing. $2,000.00

HORDERN HOUSE RARE BOOKS
Stand No. 29
Proprietors: Anne McCormick OAM, Derek
McDonnell
Level 2, 255 Riley Street, Surry Hills 2010 NSW
+61 2 9356 4411 rachel@hordern.com
www.hordern.com
Specialties: Manuscripts, Natural History,
Pacific, Paintings, Voyages & Exploration,
Voyages to Australia.
PETTY, Amelia Susannah "Portrait of Sr. Joseph
Banks, President of the Royal Society." (early
caption). England: circa 1795-1800.
An unrecorded version of Banks's favourite portrait,
by the daughter of a friend.

A fine illuminated presentation address to HRH
Prince Albert Victor, on the occasion of the young
prince’s visit to the Cook memorial at Kurnell in
1881. The elaborate and fine illustrations, drawn
and hand-coloured by Helena Scott (1832-1910)
depict flora and fauna “indigenous to Botany, New
South Wales”. Along with her sister Harriet, Helena
was one of Australia’s earliest professional female
artists and this beautifully drawn work illustrates
both Helena’s outstanding artistic competence and
deep knowledge of Australia’s exotic natural history.
(4504960) $9,500.00

A recently-discovered, fine pastel portrait of Sir
Joseph Banks (circa 1795-1800) by Amelia Susannah
Petty. This remarkably fresh portrait in its original
frame shows Sir Joseph Banks at the height of his
powers wearing his Order of the Bath sash. Our
research has shown that the artist Amelia Petty
through her well-connected father James, was a
member of the same influential London milieu that
included Sir Joseph. (4504922) $65,000.00
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and Sinkankas 7282 notes having seen a copy in the
trade with only 56 leaves of text and 73 plates. Our
copy is completely complete. $64,500.00

JONATHAN A. HILL, BOOKSELLER
Stand No. 30
Proprietor: Jonathan A. Hill Inc.
325 West End Ave, Suite 10B, New York
NY 10023 NY +1 917 294 2678
jonathan@jonathanahill.com
www.jonathanahill.com
Specialties: Art, Early Printing, Fine & Rare Books,
Incunabula, Manuscripts, Science

Keiga Kawahara Somoku kajitsu shashin zufu
[trans.: A Collection of Plants, Trees, Flowers, &
Fruits, faithfully rendered]
Depictions of von Siebold’s Botanical Collection.

Adam Ludwig Wirsing. Marmora et adfines Lapides
coloribus suis
“Magnificent, Outstanding Color-Plate Book of the
Mineral Kingdom.”

A fine copy of this famous book; this is the first
edition to contain colour illustrations (the first
edition, which had only black-and-white woodcuts,
appeared in 1836). Kawahara (1786-1860), was a
late Edo painter who was given permission to
document local life for the Dutch trading house in
Dejima. He was, in fact, one of the few Japanese
permitted to enter the Nagasaki island when it was
the sole location of Japan’s trade with the West;
Kawahara worked there as a painter from 1811 to
1842. $32,000.00

PETER ARNOLD RARE BOOKS
Stand No. 31

Second edition, the most complete, and of the
greatest rarity. This magnificent work, here in a
remarkable uncut copy, contains 100 finely
engraved plates of polished stone samples (a total
of 568 samples), all in magnificent original colouring.
The work had first been issued in Nuremberg in
1775, and covered most of the German deposits of
marbles and allied ornamental stones. The 1775
issue (see Sinkankas 7281) consisted of 54 plates
with German & Latin text only. For the present, 1776
edition, the Amsterdam publisher Sepp had the
number of plates enlarged to 100, now with nonGerman deposits, including French and Italian. For
this edition, text has been supplied by the German
mineralogist C.C. Schmi(e)del (1718-92). Both
Brunet and Graesse know of no more than 98 plates
published, with explanatory text to plate 75 only,

Proprietor: Peter Arnold.
606 High St, Prahran, VIC, 3181.
+61 3 9529 2933
books@peterarnold.com.au peterarnold.com.au
Specialities: Antiquarian, Australian Settlement,
Australiana, Fine & Rare Books, Manuscripts, Maps,
Photographs.
The Footballer
The footballer is an annual record of Australian
Rules football from 1878. It is one of the earliest
publications on Aussie Rules, with some interesting
rule differences, and very rare. $2,200.00
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info@kageroubunko.com kageroubunko.com
Specialties: Art, Asia, Fine & Rare Books, Illustrated
Books, Japan, Prints.
Katō [edited by] 'Gokusaishiki Kishōiri: Bankoku
Hayamihyō’ [極彩色旗章入 万国早見表]
An Illustrated Record of World Flags

A charming accordion-folding chart of Japanese and
world flags, printed in the Meiji period. The chart of
15 types of Japanese flags and 194 types of
comprises of colour woodblock-printed illustrations
national, battle, and merchant flags from countries
around the world. The table at the back of the chart
records countries’ names, populations, army and
navy statistics, distances from Tokyo, and so on.

Streeton, Arthur. This represents one 5/- ticket in
Streeton's Art Union of pictures to be drawn in
December. The 30 prizes include 'Oblivion' and
other important pictures. [Melbourne, 1896].

Accordion-style binding in original wrappers.
Wrappers a little soiled, small ink stain to lower.
Original title-slip present, lightly chipped. Slight
browning to leaf extremities, one or two small ink
marks to leaf, but overall near fine. 1 v., complete.
Measures 37.8 x 124.5 cm when unfurled, 18.8 x 8.4
cm when folded. Text in Japanese. (1) $2,380.00

Folio broadside (34 x 20 centimetres plus margins),
expertly laid down on card. Lithographed poster in
chromium green, an elaborate art nouveau design by
Streeton, including a self-portrait, serving as the
ticket for the lottery organised by his friends,
including Tom Roberts, to help finance his first
voyage to England. $3,300.00

Enkō Kinenchō Hensan Iinkai ‘Meiji Yonjūsannen
Renshū Kantai Aso Sōya Renshū Kōkai Kinenchō’ [
明治四十三年 練習艦隊阿蘇宗谷練習航海紀念
帖] The Pictorial Record of a Japanese Voyage
Around Australia

Tōkyō : Printed by Mitsumura Insatsu, ca. Meiji 43
[1910]. An illustrated record of the practice voyage
of navy training vessels Aso and Sōya to Australia in
1910. The two ships, originally named Bayan and
Valyag, were warships taken from the Russian Navy
in Meiji 38 [1905] and salvaged by the Japanese
Navy. From 1906, the Imperial Japanese Navy
conducted ocean-going voyages every year to train
naval students. Such voyages, usually to Southeast
Asia and Australia, continued up until the start of
World War II. The album records the interactions of

KAGEROU BUNKO
Stand 32
Proprietor: Ryu Sato.
3-26-3-1F, Ogawamachi, Kanda,Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo,
Japan, 101-0052JAP
+81 3 3291 5001
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Japanese sailors and captains with locals and
dignitaries, and includes photographic illustrations
of areas of Australia visited by the ships, including
Fremantle, Albany, Brisbane, Adelaide, Port
Adelaide, Kangaroo Island, Bendigo, Ballarat, Black
Hill, Mt. Wellington, Hobart, Cataract Gorge,
Launceston, Melbourne, Sydney, Sydney Harbour,
Circular Quay, Garden Island, and so on. Of
particular interest are the portraits of important
Australian historical figures such as Sir Day Hort
Bosanquet (Governor of South Australia), Sir William
MacGregor (Governor of Queensland), Frederic
Thesiger, 1st Viscount Chelmsford (Governor of New
South Wales), William Ward, 2nd Earl of Dudley
(fourth Governor-General of Australia), Major
General Sir Harry Barron (Governor of Tasmania), Sir
Thomas David Gibson Carmichael (Governor of
Victoria), Sir Samuel James Way, 1st Baronet (Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court of South Australia),
and so on, depicted in the album. A schedule of the
voyage and a folding map of the ships’ route are also
included. A scarce record of a Japanese training
voyage around Australia, with no copies located in
Trove. Original boards, a little soiled and with a few
marks, extremities slightly frayed in a few places.
Stab-binding a little loose due to the age of the
binding string. Occasional foxing and marks, mainly
to first few leaves. Minor browning to page
extremities. Overall very good. 1 v., complete. 13, 6
p., 92 unnumbered leaves of illustrations, 6 p. 25.8 x
34.6 cm. Text in Japanese. (2) $ 1,980.00

Darwin, Charles. Assisted by Francis Darwin. The
Power of Movement in Plants. First edition, first
issue, inscribed in Charles Darwin’s hand, “Elizabeth
Darwin, From her Father”.
London: John Murray, 1880. 8vo, x, 592, 32 (ads
dated May 1878) pp. Illustrated with 196 in-text
woodcuts. Original green blind-stamped cloth,
backstrip titled in gilt, brown coated endpapers,
hinges cracked, a little wear to crown and foot of
backstrip, text block edges (but not pages) stained,
an unsophisticated copy. § First edition, first issue,
inscribed in Charles Darwin’s hand, “Elizabeth
Darwin, From her Father”. Presentation copies from
Darwin, in his own hand, are exceptionally rare
(most presentation copies were inscribed “from the
author” by the publisher); a copy inscribed to a
family member by Darwin himself is extraordinarily
so. Freeman 1325. (Please see the Highlights page of
the Melbourne Rare Book Fair website for the full
description of this item). (110418) $125,000.00
USD.
Euclid. Byrne, Oliver. The First Six Books of the
Elements of Euclid in which coloured diagrams and
symbols are used instead of letters for the greater
ease of learners. By Oliver Byrne. First edition of
Byrne’s work on Euclidean geometry, described by
McLean as “one of the oddest and most beautiful
books of the whole century”.

JOHN WINDLE
ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLER
Stand No. 33
Proprietor: John Windle
49 Geary Street, Suite 233, San Francisco CA, 94108
USA
+1 415 986 5826 annika@johnwindle.com
www.johnwindle.com
Specialties: Antiquarian, Bindings, Fine & Rare
Books, Illustrated Books, Literature, Private Press
Books, Science, William Blake.

London: William Pickering, 1847. Small 4to, xxix, 268
pp., colour diagrams throughout printed in red,
blue, yellow, and black; wood-engraved initials.
Early half black calf, gilt backstrip, red label, marbled
boards, a very good copy beautifully cleaned and
restored by Court Benson. § First edition of Byrne’s
work on Euclidean geometry, in which colours are
substituted for the usual letters to designate the
angles and lines of geometric figures. Written and
designed to simplify Euclid’s propositions, this
remarkable example of Victorian printing is
described by McLean as “one of the oddest and
most beautiful books of the whole century”. (Please
see the Highlights page of the Melbourne Rare Book
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Fair website for the full description of this item).
(122390) $16,500.00 USD.

ANDREW ISLES
NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS
Stand No. 34
Proprietor: Andrew Isles
12-14 Glass Place, Prahran VIC 3181
+613 9510 5750 books@andrewisles.com
www.andrewisles.com
Specialties: Antiquarian, Botanical Art & Prints,
Invertebrates, Natural History, Ornithology,
Science, Voyages & Exploration.
Campbell, Archibald James. Nests and eggs of
Australian birds: including the geographical
distribution of the species and popular
observations thereon.

Qantas. Super Service At Your
Command! $3,950.00
Josef Lebovic Gallery, Stand No. 18

Colour plates by Brittlebank. Publisher's light green
"presentation" cloth, a fine set of the rarest of the
three variants of this title. (5574) $3,000.00
Buller, Walter Lawry. A history of the birds of New
Zealand [and] Supplement to the birds of New
Zealand.

Cuttriss (G. P)`OVER THE TOP`.
With the Third Australian
Division. $300.00
Kay Craddock Antiquarian
Bookseller, Stand No. 4

HISTORY (1888): [13 parts in] two volumes, 48
chromolithographs by Keulemans. Contemporary
half brown morocco and green cloth, top edges gilt,
spines with raised bands and elaborate gilt inlays.
SUPPLEMENTS (1905): two volumes [bound in one],
twelve hand-coloured lithographs by Keulemans.
Contemporary half brown morocco and green cloth,
spines with raised bands and elaborate gilt inlays [a
slightly different design to the first two volumes], a
damp-stain on the front endpaper through to
frontispiece but not affecting image, bookplates. A
magnificent set, uncommon and desirable in this
condition. (40228) $18,000.00

Carol Jerrems and Virginia Fraser
A Book About Women $1,000.00
Sainsbury's Books, Stand No. 5
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Not known. Southern Germany, Salzburg. c. 1150
decorated monastic Missal leaf Protogothic script &
music notation in neumes
There are no signs at all that the leaf has been ruled
and there is a sewn repair to the vellum in the inside
margin that the scribe has carefully avoided. The
verso is decorated with ten initials of various sizes in
bright red. 11 lines include music notation in
adiastematic St. Gall neumes. Recto has a further six
lines with music notation and four red initials. The
text is the Mass for Saint Michael Archangel and
most of the Mass for Saint Jerome which also
includes a Commemoration for Saints Ursus and
Victor. Condition: For all its obvious faults - edges
trimmed, surface dirt and browning, the leaf is in
remarkably good condition for its extreme age. Size:
approx. 310x175 mm. Provenance: Included in the
detailed notes that accompany the leaf. (MMI024)
$2,250.00

LITTERA SCRIPTA
Stand No. 35
Proprietor: Andrew Leckie
18 Mitchell St, Baringhup VIC 3463
+61 409 020 768 info@litterascripta.com.au
www.litterascripta.com.au
Specialties: Early Printed Leaves, Incunabula,
Manuscripts, Medieval Illuminated Manuscript
Leaves, Prints.
Northern France, probably Paris.
French Book of Hours illuminated leaf c.1480
Richly illuminated leaf. Delicate rinceaux
illuminations.

Text in Latin written in two sizes on vellum in black
ink in a high quality gothic bookhand. One two-line
illuminated initial ‘E’ in pink and black with fine
white penwork. The initial is on a ground of raised
and burnished gold and is finished with an internal
foliate design. Radiating into the left margin from
the initial ‘E’ are illuminations of fine black tendrils
bearing red & blue coloured flowers, green leaves
and gold ivy leaves. Both sides of the leaf have an
intricate panel of illuminations running the length of
the text in a style known as rinceaux. Very good/fine
condition, on clean vellum with just the expected
edge browning which is masked off by the mat. The
extensive and very pretty illuminations retain their
original bright colours and lustrous burnished gold.
Size of leaf approx. 185x130 mm. (MBH097) $625.00

 Entry to the 47th ANZAAB Rare Book Fair at
Wilson Hall is FREE
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FULL LIST OF 2019 EXHIBITORS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM
IN WILSON HALL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Sebra Prints
Peter Harrington
Asia Bookroom
Kay Craddock - Antiquarian Bookseller
Sainsbury's Books
Archives Fine Books
Harbeck Rare Books
Tim McCormick
Rare Illustrated Books
The Antique Bookshop & Curios
Books for Cooks
Somerset House Books
Bridget McDonnell Gallery
Astrolabe Booksellers
Louella Kerr Books
Mark's Book Barn
Kookaburra Books
Josef Lebovic Gallery
Grant's Bookshop
Douglas Stewart Fine Books
Antique Print and Map Room
Berkelouw Books
Ursus Rare Books
Michael Treloar Antiquarian Booksellers
Ankh Antiquarian Books
Time Booksellers
Bookvica
Roz Greenwood Old and Rare Books
Hordern House Rare Books
Jonathan A. Hill, Bookseller Inc.
Peter Arnold Rare Books
Kagerou Bunko
John Windle Antiquarian Bookseller
Andrew Isles Natural History Books
Littera Scripta

FIRSTS LONDON
peak rare book event, some of whom will be to
Melbourne for the 47th ANZAAB Rare Book Fair in
Melbourne, July 12-14, 2019.
Actor, writer and bibliophile Stephen Fry opened the
Fair at noon on the 7th of June. You can watch Fry
speak about his passion for books online here.

The 62nd edition of the Antiquarian Booksellers
Association’s Summer Rare Book Fair – Firsts London
took place in London’s Battersea Park from Friday 7th
June to Sunday 9th June this year. More than 150
exhibitors from around the world converged for this
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ENQUIRE WITHIN: Margaret Dunstan
2. What was your first job?
My first job was a shop assistant in a local
pharmacy.
3. What is your earliest memory of visiting a
bookshop?
I have very clear memories of going to the main
Angus and Robertson store in Castlereagh St
Sydney. Every Christmas an uncle would give me a
voucher to spend there. It was glorious.
4. Why did you become a book seller?
All the time I was teaching I was fascinated and
drawn to second hand bookshops. By the time I
was ready to leave high school teaching I thought
this was something I could do that would be a joy
to wake up to in the morning. I did some work
experience at Mt Victoria Antiques and Bookshop
run by Dorothy Quinn in 1990. The business name
of Somerset House Books dates from this time. In
1996 I joined Lynn and Dennis Andrews from
Cambria Books in shared premises in Kurrajong
Village. My dream of having a bookshop entirely on
my own was realised in 2014 when I opened Love
Vintage Books in Willoughby.

Meet Margaret Dunstan, proprietor of Somerset
House Books. Somerset House specialises in quality
reference and collectible children's literature as well
as Transport, Postcards, Australiana, Aboriginal
Australia, Australian Art, Local History, History, and
Christmas. Ephemera and postcard collectors also
catered for. Margaret has an open shop called Love
Vintage Books. If you are in the Sydney area you can
drop into 563 Willoughby Rd, Willoughby or you can
visit her website here.

5. What is one piece of advice that you would give
to:
a) A beginning bookseller?
Read as much as you can about the trade and
books and listen carefully to your customers. From
them you have access to years of accumulated
knowledge.

1. As a child, what did you want to be when you
grew up?
At first I wanted to be a nurse as I was fascinated
by the story of Florence Nightingale. However later
I was keen to go to university and as I was awarded
a Teachers Scholarship and the idea of teaching
was not unacceptable I accepted the scholarship
for Macquarie University and majored in economics
and geography.

b) A beginning book collector?

Concentrate on collecting books in your area of
interest, buy the best quality your budget allows;
attend meetings and gatherings wherever you can
meet fellow collectors and booksellers. Be patient
as knowledge gathering can take some time but is
worth it.
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ANZAAB
The Australian and New Zealand Association of Antiquarian Booksellers www.anzaab.com
For further information about ANZAAB
contact
Jӧrn Harbeck ANZAAB Secretary
admin@anzaab.com
ANZAAB is affiliated with the International League of Antiquarian Booksellers

www.ilab.org
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